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ADVERTISING BY NUMBERS 
5-Year Trend in Broadcast Spot & Newspaper Display Advertising 2015 to 2019 

 

T&T’s Newspaper Advertising Shrinks by 37% in 5 years 

Five years of advertising data for Trinidad & Tobago (2015 -2019) show an overall decline in advertising 

spending across traditional media. But the downturn has hit daily newspapers particularly hard.  

Taken as a group, paid 

advertising for press, radio, 

and television in 2019 was 24% 

lower than 2015. This is based 

on 35 media houses 

consistenly monitored by 

Media InSite during the period 

(29 radio stationsi, the three 

daily newspapers, and the big 

three free-to-air television 

stations). While the trend for 

Radio and TV appears mostly 

flat since 2017, the overall 

trend is clearly negative. This 

means T&T media houses, in very rough numbers, took in $235 million fewer ad dollars in 2019 

compared to 2015. And it’s likely the loss is much greater due to heavy discounting. (All sales estimates 

in this article are based on open rate values.) Radio showed a 3.5% increase in 2019, after average year-

on-year declines of 4.7% for the previous four years.  

Television’s paid advertising in 

2019 was down 8.6% from 

2018, and an estimated 17% 

compared to 2015. 

Meanwhile, Newspaper 

advertising has followed a 

consistent trend, contracting 

in a linear pattern since 2015. 

By the end of 2019, 

Newspaper display advertising 

was down 37.4% compared to 

2015. Our calculations do not 

include classifieds or 

sponsored/native content.  
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We note that Trinidad’s 2015 general election produced a 2.5% increase in ad spending that year 

compared to 2014. But the boost did not have a determinative effect on the five-year trend. Likewise, 

our use of open rate values to estimate ad spending does not obscure the overall trend. We just have to 

look at the number of paid ads, the amount of space devoted to ads, and even the number of active 

advertisers to demonstrate that total advertising activity contracted over the past five years.  

A Closer Look at Newspaper 

There were 20% fewer advertised brands in the three daily newspapers in 2019 versus 2015, and the 

total number of paid ads was down 2.3%. More telling, though, is that the total amount of advertising 

display space was down 33.2%. Underscoring this trend is the fact that as total paid space declined, 

unpaid space increased. Unpaid space refers to ads promoting the newspaper itself or other media 

houses in the newspaper’s 

corporate family. 

With a closer look we see slight 

differences in ad space contraction 

among the three dailies. Paid space 

in the Guardian was 36% lower in 

2019 versus 2015. Newsday (not 

counting Newsday Tobago) saw a 

33% decline. Express’ 2019 ad space 

was down 31% from 2015.  

The Express and Guardian began 

and ended the period in a tight race 

for paid display ad space 

dominance. Express’ share of paid 

display space was 35% in 2015 and 

36% in 2019. The increase appears 

to have been taken from the 

Guardian, its share dropping from 

31% to 30%. Newsday’s share was 

unchanged. 

Some product categories saw 

dramatic declines in the amount of 

newspaper space purchased in 2019 

versus 2015. Examples include 

Mobile Phone Services, down 72%; 

New Car Dealers, -68%, Bottled Water, -82%, Commercial Banks, -23%, and Supermarkets, -9%.  

On the plus side, ad space promoting Beers and Ales increased 72% and Credit Union ad space was up 

19%. 
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A Closer Look at Broadcast  

For the three free-to-air television stations as a group, the worst year-on-year decline in total number of 

paid spots occurred in 2017. The rate has been essentially flat since then. This means the overall trend 

for Television is negative. It translates to about 55 fewer spots per day on TV6, CNC3, and TTT during 

2019 compared to 2015.  

The number of brands 

advertising on the big three 

TV stations declined 16% in 

2019 compared to 2015 

(958 brands versus 1110 

brands using television).  

For the 29 radio stations 

consistently monitored 

during the past five years, 

2016 and 2017 saw the 

most dramatic drops in the 

number of paid spots aired, 

averaging 7.5% per year. 

Note that we measure pre-

recorded spots and so our data does not include announcer-read ads, time checks, program 

sponsorships, or shared sponsorships of station promotional events.  

2019 saw the first increase in total spot count since 2015. Still, the total number of paid spots airing on 

the 29 consistently-

monitored stations in 2019 

was 12% lower than in 2015. 

There was, along with the 

drop in spot count, a decline 

in brands advertising. The 

number of brands that 

advertised on the 29 

stations in 2019 was 5% 

lower (down 134) than 

brands buying spot radio in 

2015.  
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Among the top 10 radio 

stations ranked by total spot 

count during the study period, 

2019 versus 2015 produced 

more variation than might be 

expected. Remix 95.1 FM 

aired 55% fewer paid spots, 

while Slam 100.5 FM 

increased its spot count by 

1%.  

Notable changes for stations 

outside the top 10 included 

Wack 90.1 FM with a 73% 

drop in paid spot count, Talk 

City 91.1 FM down 52%, and 

Aakash Vani 106.5 FM down 

49%. 
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Urban stations Boom 

Champions, We FM, and Red 

were much more stable in spot 

counts than all stations as a 

group. By the end of 2019, these 

three Urban stations retained an 

average of 95% of their 2015 

spot counts. 

 

 

 

 

Two stations aired more spots 

in 2019 compared to 2015. Taj 

92.3 FM was up 182%, while 

Music For Life 107.7 FM was up 

39%. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Five stations saw increased paid spot counts in 2019 compared to 2018. As a group their average 

increase was 10%, but i95 stands out as the station with the largest increase, at 20%. 

Radio Station 2019 YoY 

094.1 FM Boom Champions 3.9% 

095.5 FM I95 20.1% 

096.1 FM We Fm 4.0% 

097.5 FM U97 14.1% 

100.5 FM Slam 9.0% 
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Top Advertisers Activity  

The top five advertisers during the 5-year period serve as a rough proxy for the entire market. Based on 

the total open rate value of their advertising investments, the top five spent 23% less in 2019 versus 

2015, while the market as a whole spent 20% less.  

Mirroring the overall market at -38% was the top five’s Newspaper spending. They diverged slightly from 

the market in broadcast, with radio investments lower than the market and higher investments in TV. 

Spending by the top five accounted for 6% of all market spending in 2019, Courts led the way with 29% 

share of all top five spenders. Of note is the dramatic change in the spread between Courts spending in 

2015 versus 2019. At the beginning of the period, Courts led the next highest spender by $10 million, 

but was much closer to the rest of the pack in 2019, with slightly less investment than KFC.  After Courts, 

the steepest five-year decrease came from bmobile. The remaining three advertisers changed their total 

annual investment very little based on open rates estimates. Given the discounts off open rate, it can be 

assumed these advertisers bought a lot more impressions without increasing their spend. 

Media All Advertisers Top 5 Advertisers Difference 

Newspaper -38% -38% 0% 

Radio -1% -3% -3% 

TV -17% -15% 2% 

All Media -20% -23% -4% 
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More Questions than Answers? 

Media InSite’s data focuses on what traditionally have been the most common forms of mass 

advertising - broadcast spots and newspaper display ads. But we know these paint only part of the 

bigger, more fractured picture that is our local media market. We think our five-year review prompts a 

number of questions.  

• Is newspaper advertising being impacted by forces beyond an economic recession? Is 

newspaper bearing the brunt of the shift to digital? What does this mean for the future of daily 

print in T&T? 

• Are radio advertisers moving away from spots to more live ads, sponsorships, and paid editorial?  

• What is the right mix of traditional and digital media? 

• Is the line between advertising and PR blurring as brands search for audience engagement? 

• How should these changes be studied and measured to gain the most useful insights? 

 

 

 

Dated: February 4, 2020 

 

For further information please contact: 

 

Allison Demas 

CEO 

Media InSite Ltd. 

allison@media-insite.com 

O: +1 868 225-4647/4MIS 

M: +1 868 682-2220 

 

 

i List of 29 radio stations consistently monitored by Media InSite during the 5-year period 2015 to 2019 
090.1 FM Wack 
090.5 FM Radio 90.5 
091.1 FM Talk City 
091.9 FM The Street 
092.3 FM Taj 
093.5 FM HOTT 
094.1 FM Boom Champions 
094.7 FM Star 
095.1 FM Remix 
095.5 FM I95 
096.1 FM We FM 
096.7 FM Red 
097.1 FM Music Radio 
097.5 FM U97 
098.1 FM Isaac 
099.1 FM Next FM 
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099.5 FM Sky 
100.1 FM Sweet 
100.5 FM Slam 
102.1 FM Power 
102.7 FM Radio Jaagriti 
103.1 FM The First The Finest 
104.1 FM 
104.7 FM MoreFM 
105.1 FM Vibe Ct 
106.1 FM Sangeet 
106.5 FM Aakash Vani 
107.1 FM W107 
107.7 FM Music For Life 
 
 
 
 


